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Abstract
Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) is a key feedstock molecule for the production of life’s
building blocks. The formation of HCN in an N2-rich atmospheres requires first that
the triple bond between N≡N be severed, and then that the atomic nitrogen find a
carbon atom. These two tasks can be accomplished via photochemistry, lightning,
impacts, or volcanism. The key requirements for producing appreciable amounts of
HCN are the free availability of N2 and a local carbon to oxygen ratio of C/O ≥ 1.
We discuss the chemical mechanisms by which HCN can be formed and destroyed on
rocky exoplanets with Earth-like N2 content and surface water inventories, varying the
oxidation state of the dominant carbon-containing atmospheric species. HCN is most
readily produced in an atmosphere rich in methane (CH4) or acetylene (C2H2), but can
also be produced in significant amounts (> 1 ppm) within CO-dominated atmospheres.
Methane is not necessary for the production of HCN. We show how destruction of
HCN in a CO2-rich atmosphere depends critically on the poorly-constrained energetic
barrier for the reaction of HCN with atomic oxygen. We discuss the implications of
our results for detecting photochemically produced HCN, for concentrating HCN on
the planet’s surface, and its importance for prebiotic chemistry.
1. Introduction
Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) is a key molecule for prebiotic photochemistry. HCN
is a precursor molecule to amino acids via Strecker synthesis, where HCN is reacted
with ammonia and an aldehyde to form various amino acids (Strecker, 1854), and has
for this reason been invoked as the mechanism for generating the amino acid glycine
in the Miller-Urey experiment (Miller, 1957). The structure of the nucleobase adenine
(C5H5N5) is effectively five connected HCN molecules. Adenine can be formed by
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HCN reacting with its conjugate base and polymerizing, followed by photochemical
rearrangement of the resulting HCN tetramer and further HCN polymerization (Ferris
and Orgel, 1966; Sanchez et al., 1966, 1967; Sanchez and Orgel, 1970).
More recently, HCN has been discovered to be present at each of the initial photo-
chemical reactions that produce lipids, amino acids and nucleosides, the three building
blocks of life (Ritson and Sutherland, 2012; Patel et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018). In this
scenario, UV light is absorbed by hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen sulfide or bisulfite
in water. The UV photon initiates photodetachment of an electron from the hydrogen
sulfide or bisulfite, and the solvated electron reduces the hydrogen cyanide, forming
an imine complex that, when hydrolised, forms formaldehyde. This photochemical
homologation can continue, with the dissociated products of cyanide reacting with the
product sugars.
Other plausible feedstock molecules generated from reactions involving HCN, such
as cyanamide and cyanoacetylene, react with the sugars to form the pyrimidine nu-
cleotides. In addition, these feedstock molecules, along with methylamine and nitro-
gen oxides, act as activating agents to facilitate the ligation of these building blocks
into polypeptides, a key next step in prebiotic chemistry (Mariani et al., 2018).
HCN can be produced photochemically (Zahnle, 1986; Tian et al., 2011), by in-
teraction of the atmospheric gas with energetic particles (Airapetian et al., 2016), by
lightning (Chameides and Walker, 1981; Ardaseva et al., 2017), and by meteor impacts
(Ferus et al., 2017). In each of these scenarios, the authors have recognized that re-
duced carbon-bearing species greatly facilitate the production of hydrogen cyanide. In
some circumstances, especially with impacts, up to 1% of the affected gas can be con-
verted into HCN, but again only with a relatively reduced gas, and in the presence of
significant concentrations of molecular nitrogen or ammonia. The same events occur-
ring in a gas of different composition, however, can result in trace amounts of HCN,
less than 1 ppb.
Exoplanets can be seen as diverse laboratories for atmospheric and prebiotic chem-
istry, and so we need not be bound by constraints from early Earth atmosphere. Bulk
atmospheric composition is given for rocky planet atmospheres under a wide variety of
elemental abundance ratios (Hu and Seager, 2014). In addition, changes in the water
inventory (Gao et al., 2015), the amount of hydrogen retained in the atmosphere (Pierre-
humbert and Gaidos, 2011), and the concentration of molecular nitrogen (Wordsworth
and Pierrehumbert, 2014), can have profound effects on the evolution of the planet’s
atmosphere. Here we will focus on more Earth-like planets, in terms of their nitrogen
content and water inventories. Given the presence of molecular nitrogen as a dominant
atmospheric constituent, the bulk atmospheric composition will here be represented
largely in terms of the C/O ratio (see Fig. 1).
We present our methods for calculating the climate and photochemistry in Section
2, and then discuss the connection between the C/O ratio, the relative UV flux and
HCN in Section 3. In Section 4 present the concentrations of HCN as a function of the
C/O ratio, UV flux, and the barrier to destruction by atomic oxygen. We conclude with
a discussion of these results (Section 5).
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Figure 1: A representation of how the bulk chemistry changes with the bulk C/O ratio, and how more-or-less
local chemical processes: lightning, impacts, volcanism, ultraviolet photons, are affected by the C/O ratio,
from C/O < 1 to C/O > 1.
2. Methods
To calculate the temperature and pressure profiles, we use a 1D climate model de-
veloped for high-CO2/high-CH4 terrestrial atmospheres (Pavlov et al., 2000; Kharecha
et al., 2005; Haqq-Misra et al., 2008). This model simulates an anoxic 1 bar atmo-
sphere composed of 89% N2, 10% CO2 and 1% CH4, similar to some of the models of
Zahnle (1986).Gases apart from H2O are assumed to be well mixed in the atmosphere.
The atmosphere was divided into 101 layers. The code uses a δ two-stream scatter-
ing approximation for the absorption of solar radiation (Toon et al., 1989) and 4-term,
correlated k-coefficients to parameterize the absorption by the main greenhouse gases,
namely: H2O, CH4, and CO2. We use the solar evolution model for the incoming stel-
lar radiation at 3.9 Ga (Claire et al., 2012), both for the climate modelling and the UV
spectrum for the photochemistry discussed below. The temperature profile from the 1D
climate model is in Fig. 2.
We take the prescribed stellar spectra and surface mixing ratios, and the temper-
ature profile determined by the climate model, and apply them to the ARGO photo-
chemistry/diffusion model (Rimmer and Helling, 2016), which solves the set of photo-
chemical kinetics equations for a moving parcel of atmospheric gas:
∂ni
∂t
= Pi −Li −
∂Φi
∂z
, (1)
Here, ni [cm−3] is the number density of species i, where i = 1, ..., Is, Is being the total
number of species. The quantity Φi is the flux of the species i into and out of the parcel
when it is at height z. The parcel is used to give a chemical profile of the atmosphere,
and UV photo-transport is calculated in order to determine the efficiency of the pho-
tochemistry at each parcel height (Rimmer and Helling, 2016). Pi [cm−3 s−1] and Li
3
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Figure 2: The temperature [K] as a function of altitude [km] for an anoxic 1 bar surface pressure atmosphere
composed of 89% N2, 10% CO2 and 1% CH4 (black line), and with updated mixing ratios taken from the
ARGOS photochemical model using the STAND2019 chemical network (red line).
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[cm−3 s−1] represent the production and loss rates, which are determined by using the a
modified version of the STAND2016 chemical network (Rimmer and Helling, 2016),
which we hereafter will refer to as STAND2019. The network is described in detail
below. This model will determine a different chemical profile from the climate model,
but does not update the temperature profile. The deviation between the temperature
profile for the initial and updated mixing ratios is small, and is shown in Fig. 2.
The STAND2019 chemical network is a modification of the STAND2016 network,
which includes a robust H/C/N/O chemistry with species of up to 3 carbons, 2 nitro-
gens, 3 oxygens, and 8 hydrogens, valid for temperatures up to 30000 K, and including
some relevant gas-phase reactions involving Na, K, Mg, Fe, Ti, Si, and Cl. Altogether,
the STAND2019 chemical network comprises over 5000 reactions involving over 350
chemical species. The full network is included in the Supplementary Information. We
now describe the most significant differences between STAND2016 and STAND2019.
The reverse of a reaction relevant for formaldehyde in STAND2016 has been sup-
pressed in the STAND2019 network in order to properly reproduce the formaldehyde
(HCHO) abundances observed in Earth’s atmosphere today (Granville-Willett et al.,
2018). The relevant reaction is:
H+CO+M→ HCO+M. (2)
and its reverse is:
HCO+M→ H+CO+M. (3)
The reverse rate is calculated using the Gibbs free energy, as described by Rimmer and
Helling (2016). This is so that the chemical steady state converges to thermochemical
equilibrium at sufficiently long timescales in the absence of irreversible reactions (e.g.
photochemistry). This is important for reproducing hot exoplanet atmospheric compo-
sitions and the gas-phase component of magma chemistries, both applications for the
STAND2019 network. The consequence of this approach is that sometimes the barrier
calculated by reversing the reaction does not reproduce the actual chemical barrier to
the reaction, and in the case of R3, the barrier is greatly underestimated. In order to
compensate for this, the rate constant for R3 is set to:
k = 6.0×10−11 e−5370K/T cm3 s−1,
and using this rate constant, with this sizable barrier, reproduces the the formaldehyde
(HCHO) abundances (Granville-Willett et al., 2018).
The forward and reverse barriers for this reaction will need to be revisited in the
future to figure out why the barrier for R3 is considerably higher than determined when
reversing R2.
In addition, the relevant reaction from STAND2016 has been replaced with R7:
HCN+O→ NCO+H,
with the rate constant of:
k = 1.43×10−12
(
T
300K
)1.47
e−3770K/T cm3 s−1, (4)
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from Perry and Melius (1985). This choice of rate constant will be justified in Section
4.2. Finally, we have added the reaction (Becker and Hong, 1983):
HCN+C2H→ HC3N+H, (5)
for which we assign a rate constant of:
k = 2.2×10−12 cm3 s−1. (6)
This reaction was added to see if cyanoacetylene might be generated in trace but sig-
nificant quantities in our models, which would be relevant for prebiotic chemistry, as
acyanoacetylene is one of the key feedstock molecules for forming some of the canon-
ical amino acids and the pyrimidine nucleotides. It turns out that no significant quanti-
ties of cyanoacetylene are generated in any of the atmospheric models we consider.
Changes to the methanol chemistry (Tsai et al., 2017), are included, and not ex-
pected to make much difference here. The STAND2019 network, which appears first
in this paper with new reaction numbers, is included in full in the Supplementary In-
formation. The number of reactions is large (over 5000), but only a relatively small
number of reactions are relevant for the HCN chemistry. The reactions relevant for
atmospheric HCN production, by UV photons as well as by impacts, lighting and ener-
getic particle interactions, are discussed in detail in Section 3. These reactions depend
on the abundances of other species, which are determined by yet other reactions, and
so we use the entire network when modeling the atmospheric photochemistry.
Finally, for the alterations in the stellar spectrum in Section 4.1, we take a model
spectrum (Claire et al., 2012), and artifically enhance or reduce the spetrum within the
regions of 500 Å- 1000 Å and 1000 Å- 2000 Å, as shown in Fig. 3, to test the impact
of the UV spectrum on HCN formation.
3. Theory
In an exoplanet atmosphere composed of molecules bearing hydrogen, carbon, oxy-
gen and nitrogen, there are two necessary conditions for producing HCN. First, the
nitrogen bonds need to be cleaved, and then second, carbon needs to win over oxygen
in the competition for the free nitrogen. The first condition can be relatively easy if the
nitrogen is primarily in the form of ammonia (NH3), which has a large absorption cross
section over a wider wavelength range than N2 (. 300 nm for ammonia compared to
. 160 nm for N2). Hot temperatures can also be sufficient to cleave a hydrogen atom
from ammonia. Nitrogen in the form of N2, with a strong triple bond, is far more
difficult to break apart. Impacts and lightning are sufficient to dissociate N2 into N +
N, as are UV photons of sufficiently short wavelength (. 110 nm), although these are
largely attenuated below the thermosphere by N2 itself, assuming that N2 is a prevalent
atmospheric constituent.
After the nitrogen bonds are broken, the nitrogen atoms react readily with nearby
molecules, including some otherwise stable molecules. The simplest (and often the
most common) case is if a lone nitrogen atom finds another lone nitrogen atom, in
which case it will react to form N2. If there is a great deal of hydrogen available,
6
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Figure 3: The spectrum of the young Sun (solid line) (Claire et al., 2012), artifically enhanced between 500
Å- 1000 Å and suppressed between 1000 Å- 2000 Å(dashed line), used to generate the results in Section 4.1.
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whether in the form of H or H2, the nitrogen will rapidly react to form NH or NH2, and
then will continue to react with the abundant hydrogen to end in ammonia. On the other
hand, if the nitrogen atom collides with an oxygen atom, the resulting eventual product
will generally be NO or NO2. If the nitrogen atom finds carbon, the eventual product
will generally be HCN. Thus the balance of carbon to oxygen in a given geological
environment is a key metric to understanding abiotic nitrile chemistry. Fig’s 4 and 5
provide the reaction networks for the formation and destruction of HCN under a variety
of circumstances.
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Figure 4: Collection of known pathways to form HCN on rocky planets. HCN can be produced photochem-
ically (this paper, as well as Zahnle 1986 and Tian et al. 2011), by impacts (Ferus et al., 2017), and by
lightning (Ardaseva et al., 2017). The rate constants for these reactions can be found in the STAND2019
Network (Supplementary Information).
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Figure 5: Collection of known pathways to destroy HCN on rocky planets. Destruction is primarily via
atomic oxygen, the hydroxyl radical, anion chemistry, or photodissociation of HCN followed by reaction
with atomic nitrogen or NO. The rate constants for these reactions can be found in the STAND2019 Network
(Supplementary Information).
There are two ways to look at this competition: in terms of equilibrium and kinet-
ics. Chameides & Walker were first to examine the thermochemical equilibrium of NO
and HCN. They discuss the competition between carbon and oxygen for the nitrogen
(Chameides and Walker, 1981), and express this competition in terms of the oxida-
tion state of the carbon, where if the available carbon is mostly in the form of carbon
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monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4), more HCN will result, and if it is mostly in the
form of CO2, more NO will result. Chameides and Walker (1981) show this relation
explicitly in terms of the C/O ratio in their Fig. 3.
We examine the thermochemical formation of HCN as a function of the C/O ratio,
and find that we reproduce the results of Chameides and Walker (1981). Where C/O
< 1 and the nitrogen bonds are broken, NO is formed in large quantities and HCN in
trace quantities. If the C/O > 1 and the nitrogen bonds are cleaved, the opposite holds,
and a great deal of HCN is formed with very little NO. If C/O ≈ 1, then both HCN and
NO are formed in reasonable quantities. These results match those of Chameides and
Walker (1981, their Fig. 3). Methane is not necessary. All of the carbon could be in the
form of CO or C2H2. What is necessary is an elemental C/O ratio≥ 1 and a reasonable
amount of hydrogen, whether bound as methane, acetylene, molecular hydrogen, or
even water vapor.
3.1. Mechanisms for Generating and Destroying HCN on Rocky Exoplanets
The mechanisms by which HCN is formed and destroyed vary with atmospheric
composition, temperature, stellar activity, impact rate, surface processes, and lighting
rates. The chemical mechanisms themselves do not change for each process, so it is
helpful to look at the chemistry as a whole. Fig. 4 illustrates the pathways that can
form HCN from CO2, CO, C2N (the most abundant CN-containing species produced
by lightning on the Early Earth (Ardaseva et al., 2017)), as well as the formation from
CH4 (Zahnle, 1986; Tian et al., 2011; Airapetian et al., 2016). Some of the reactions are
photochemical, denoted by hν, and require photons of a given range of wavelengths,
and these may involve reactive intermediates, e.g. H2CN, in the case of CH2 + N. Other
reactions are driven by energetic particles, and some proceed at high temperatures.
These driving factors are rarely exclusive.
On some exoplanets, especially those with high C/O ratios, there may be a sig-
nificant amount of carbon monoxide present in the atmosphere to begin with. For
volcanically degassed atmospheres, the composition will largely depend on the out-
gassing pressure and redox state of the crust and upper mantle (Gaillard and Scaillet,
2014). Otherwise, CO is produced in reasonable quantities by the photodissociation or
thermal dissociation of CO2 (< 195 nm, Ea ∼ 415 kJ/mol). At very high temperatures
(Ea = 300 kJ/mol), CO + N→ CN + O, and once temperatures drop, the CN can pro-
ceed to HCN. CO itself can be dissociated (< 110 nm for CO(X1Σ+), < 210 nm for
CO(A3Π) , Ea = 1000 kJ/mol).
The destruction of HCN (see Fig. 5) proceeds on both the present and Early Earth
primarily via oxidation by atomic oxygen and hydroxyl radicals (e.g. R7). In environ-
ments like Titan, with very high C/O ratios, where there is virtually no available oxy-
gen, HCN is destroyed by photodissociation into CN followed by electron exchange
from anions to form CN−.
HCN can also react with the hydroxyl radical and a third body in order to form
HNCOH, a radical precursor to formamide, potentially relevant to prebiotic chemistry
(Saladino et al., 2001; Ferus et al., 2015). Most often, though, HNCOH will encounter a
second OH radical, forming isocyanic acid (HNCO). Isocyanic acid is quite susceptible
to photodissociation, resulting in H + NCO.
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Finally, HCN can become absorbed into water droplets, and there has the oppor-
tunity to react with a solvated electron, leading to the formation of formaldehyde, or
its conjugate base can react with formaldehyde to form glycolonitrile. These are the
initial steps toward RNA precursors (Ritson and Sutherland, 2012). The Henry’s Law
constant for HCN is about 10 M/bar, and so resulting concentration of HCN in rain-
drops from the model atmosphere we present blow (C/O ratio of 0.55) is at most 10
nM, which is too small a concentration to be useful for prebiotic chemistry. If the
atmospheric C/O ratio approaches 1, the surface mixing ratios could become as high
as 10 ppm, and the resulting concentrations at 0.1 mM, on the cusp of prebiotically
useful concentrations. The concentrations could be enhanced by overcoming Henry’s
Law, e.g. by the absorption of formaldehyde (HCHO) by raindrops, and the reaction
of formaldehyde with HCN in the droplet (Granville-Willett et al., 2018).
4. Results
We present our results for the HCN photochemistry as a function of the C/O ratio
and UV flux (Section 4.1), and as a function of the barrier to destruction by atomic
oxygen (Section 4.2).
4.1. The C/O Ratio, UV Flux and HCN Photochemistry
Regarding the C/O ratio, the photochemistry follows thermochemistry (Fig. 6).
Given an atmosphere dominated by N2:
• C/O≤ 0.5: The production of HCN is low, with mixing ratios of < 1 ppm,
regardless of the particular atmospheric composition.
• 0.5< C/O≤ 1.5: The production of HCN varies widely, with mixing ratios
ranging from 1 ppm to 1000 ppm. In this regime, the particular atmospheric
composition is important. If the atmosphere is 90% N2 and 10% CO, HCN mix-
ing ratios only come to 10 ppm, but if the atmosphere is 90% N2, 5% CO2 and
5% CH4, the HCN mixing ratio reaches 500 ppm.
• C/O> 1.5: The production of HCN is high, with mixing ratios of > 0.1 % of
the atmosphere, regardless of the particular atmospheric composition.
Photochemical production of HCN depends on the UV stellar spectrum. The EUV
photons (which here we restrict to photons of wavelength 500 Å – 1000 Å) dissociate
the N2 bond, and artificially enhancing the flux in this wavelength range (see Methods)
leads to more HCN. The FUV (here between 1000 Å – 2000 Å) flux tends to dissociate
H2O, producing free OH and O that readily destroy HCN (see Fig. 5). Artificially
enhancing the flux in this wavelength range leads to less HCN. Fig. 7 shows the effect
of artificially enhancing or reducing the spectrum in these wavelength ranges. This
highlights the importance of the UV environment for the HCN abundance. Stars tend
to have roughly 1:1 ratios of EUV and FUV light, and so deviations that would enhance
or reduce HCN will mostly be due to atmospheric attenuation at specific wavelengths
of light, or spectral variability due to stellar activity (e.g. flaring).
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Figure 6: HCN mixing ratio as a function of the C/O ratio, applied to a 0.1 mbar gas composed of various
ratios of CH4, CO and CO2, mixed with a 0.9 mbar gas composed of 99% N2, 1% H2O vapor and 0.1% H2,
exposed to the ultraviolet flux of the young Sun. The region spans several orders of magnitude, and the range
can be explained by the variety of ways one can combine carbonaceous gases to achieve the same C/O ratio.
For example, C/O=1 can be achieved by having a pure CO gas, or by having a gas of 50% CO2 and 50%
CH4. The composition will depend on outgassing pressure and redox state (Gaillard and Scaillet, 2014). For
a given C/O ratio, the presence of methane leads to considerably more HCN.
4.2. Atomic Oxygen as an HCN Sink and Atmospheric Methylamine
As with any molecule, the mixing ratio of HCN is determined by a balance of
formation and loss. Hydroxyl radicals and atomic oxygen are the prime sinks of HCN.
The rate constants for HCN destruction by O and OH are not all well-constrained. In
particular, for the reaction:
HCN+O→ NCO+H. (7)
There are several choices for the rate constant from the literature. The energy barriers,
including error bars, range from ∼ 20 kJ/mol (Louge and Hanson, 1985) to over 100
kJ/mol (Tsang and Herron, 1991), and values in between (Perry and Melius, 1985).
We vary the rate constant of Reaction 7 for a model atmosphere of bulk composition
89% N2, 10% CO2 and 1% CH4, one of the suite of atmospheres from Rugheimer
& Rimmer (Rugheimer and Rimmer, 2018), following Rugheimer et al (Rugheimer
and Kaltenegger, 2018). The temperature profile is determined using a climate model,
and the photochemistry is calculated with this temperature profile and a young solar
evolution model (see Methods and Fig. 2). The results for HCN and methylamine
(CH5N) are shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Ratio of a star’s UV spectral irradiance to solar spectral irradiance, Fλ/Fλ,sun at EUV (500-1000 Å)
and FUV (1000-2000 Å) wavelengths. 500-1500 Å light dissociates N2, the first step toward forming HCN
photochemically. FUV photons dissociate H2O, leading to hydroxyl radicals and free oxygen atoms, which
rapidly destroy HCN. The dashed red line indicates where all main-sequence stellar quiescent emission lies.
Stellar flares or atmospheric absorption may cause the spectrum to deviate from this line. Atmospheric
absorption in particular will preferentially block the 500-1000 Å photons, pushing the photoexposed atmo-
sphere into the bottom right region of the plot.
The amount of HCN in the atmosphere is clearly sensitive to the energetic barrier
for R7. Surprisingly, the amount of methylamine in the upper atmosphere is enhanced
as the energetic barrier for HCN destruction by atomic oxygen is lowered. This is
because after HCN is destroyed, its products react as follows:
NCO+H→ CO+NH, (8)
NH+CH4 +M→ CH5N+M. (9)
Near the surface (p > 0.5 bar), the amount of methylamine is only weakly dependent
on the energy barrier for R7, because there is less atomic oxygen available to produce
NCO. Methylamine is instead produced near the surface by:
HCHO+NO→ HNCO+OH, (10)
HNCO+hν→ NH+CO, (11)
NH+CH4 +M→ CH5N+M. (12)
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To better assess the production of both HCN and methylamine on rocky exoplanets, the
rate constants for HCN + O in particular needs to be better constrained.
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Figure 8: Mixing ratios of HCN (thin black) and methylamine (CH5N, thick gray) as a function of pressure
[bar], for a variety of energetic barriers for R7, ranging from 5.2 kJ/mol to 52.4 kJ/mol, with the most
probable barrier lying between 16.6 and 52.4 kJ/mol, according to theory and experiment.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
We have shown that HCN abundances in the atmospheres of Earth-like rocky plan-
ets (N2 dominated) depend critically on the atmospheric C/O ratio, with significantly
greater amounts of HCN generated photochemically when C/O & 1, regardless of the
carbon-bearing species, whether it be CH4, CO, or C2H2. In addition, the tropospheric
HCN concentration is determined by the rate of HCN destruction by atomic oxygen.
We explore the effect of adjusting the barrier for the reaction HCN + O→ NCO + H.
The more efficient this reaction, the lower the tropospheric HCN concentrations, but
the higher the concentrations of methylamine (CH5N), a species that helps facilitate
the prebiotic activation of nucleotides (Mariani et al., 2018).
When comparing our photochemistry results to alternative scenarios for forming
HCN, such as impact delivery and production and production via lightning, these sce-
narios only require that the local C/O ratio be & 1, and tend to produce HCN in greater
quantities, 0.1-1% concentrations in the case of impacts and lightning shocks, versus
1-100 ppm tropospheric concentrations for the photochemical production of HCN. The
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amount of HCN generated in impacts and lightning shocks is therefore more likely to
achieve concentrations of HCN used in the lab. If the global C/O ratio is& 1 within the
atmosphere of a rocky exoplanet, this would suggest that prebiotic chemistry starting
with HCN could be initiated in any surface environment for that planet, rather than in
certain more exotic scenarios. Such environmental universality may be advantageous
for originating life on the surfaces of planets with long-lived reducing atmospheres.
As shown above, the formation of HCN depends on the availability of nitrogen.
All of our models have started with ∼ 1 bar of nitrogen in the form of N2. The con-
centration of N2 will be very difficult to detect remotely on an exoplanet, owing to the
molecule’s lack of a dipole moment. Airapetian et al. (2017) propose a novel observa-
tional strategy to constrain the N2 content of exoplanet atmospheres by searching for
photochemical products, especially NO. In more reduced atmospheres, NH3 and HCN
itself could be the major photochemical products of N2 destruction. Either of these
species would absorb at 1.5 µm, appearing as a wing on the 1.4 µm water feature,
as has observed in the atmosphere of HD209458b (MacDonald and Madhusudhan,
2017). The shape and strength of these features will not be so strong in a temporate
atmosphere with a significantly greater molecular weight. HCN will also have promi-
nent broad features in the 7 and 14 µm regions, although at low resolution these will be
difficult to disentangle from other species with similar spectra, such as C2H2 (Tessenyi
et al., 2013). HCN could be distinguished from these other species at high resolution.
Indeed, HCN has been detected in HD209458b in emission at high resolution (Hawker
et al., 2018). The search for tracers of atmospheric conditions favorable to prebiotic
chemistry is beyond the scope of this paper.
The C/O ratio has been seen as an important dimension for characterizing exoplanet
atmospheres(Madhusudhan, 2012), and is clearly an important dimension when con-
sidering the production of hydrogen cyanide. It will likely be easier to constrain the
C/O ratio for exoplanet systems in the near future than the nitrogen content, although
both are essential for the photochemical production of HCN. The C/O ratio can be con-
sidered at a number of different scales, in order of decreasing size: cosmic, galactic,
cluster, stellar, disk, sub-disk, planetary, surface and atmospheric C/O, and the C/O
ratio within particular local environments. We will discuss each of these briefly in this
order.
The cosmic C/O ratio increases over time, and within our galaxy, is expected to
increase towards the galactic center, and to be enhanced in clusters with higher metal-
licity (Esteban et al., 2005). As low mass stars evolve and reach the asymptotic giant
branch (AGB), carbon and other s-process elements are preferentially dredged up to
the surface where they are released to the interstellar medium by the AGB winds (Wi-
escher et al., 2010). Therefore as the Universe ages, and increasingly more low mass
stars evolve and die, the ratio of C/O will increase. Eventually, perhaps 30-50 Gyr from
now, carbon will be more abundant than oxygen on average. This will drastically effect
the geochemistry on planets produced from such an environment.
When the C/O ratio of a star exceeds 0.8, formation models suggest that planets
can be produced in the disk with overall C/O > 1 (Bond et al., 2010). A small frac-
tion of stars meet this criterion (Fortney, 2012), and so, even today, more carbon rich
areas of the disk could form these so-called “Carbon Planets” (Kuchner and Seager,
2005). When the C/O ratio is < 0.8, carbon-enhanced planets can still be formed near
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the midplane of the disk, sufficiently far from the host star (Öberg et al., 2011), the
distance being determined by ice lines and also by the formation mechanism (Booth
et al., 2017).
Once a planet’s carbon is greater in abundance than oxygen by number, a few inter-
esting chemical consequences will take place. First any oxygen will go into producing
CO (Lodders and Fegley Jr, 1997). There will still be carbon left after the oxygen is
depleted, and this will then bond with silicon, forming silicon carbide, SiC, titanium
carbide, TiC, or will bind with itself to form graphite (Lodders and Fegley Jr, 1997).
On Earth, the extra oxygen bonds with silicon forming silicates, the most abundant
chemical species in Earth’s crust. SiC, however, is known to be an extremely durable
mineral. Since carbon bonds are stronger than oxygen, it is more difficult to melt and
break these bonds. Thus plate tectonics and weathering would be more difficult with
silicon carbide rocks rather than silicates. Both of these effects may cause problems in
maintaining a carbon cycle on such a planet and thus a long-term habitable climate.
For stars with a lower C/O ratio, like our Sun (C/O ≈ 0.55 (Asplund et al., 2009)),
formation in different parts of the disk will still affect the C/O ratio, but will probably
not form “carbon planets”. But the story doesn’t end there. During and after planet
formation, carbon is differentiated either into the core (carbon at high pressure becomes
a siderophile (Dasgupta, 2013)), or into the crust and atmosphere, in the form of SiC
(Dasgupta, 2013; Bond et al., 2010), graphite (Dasgupta, 2013; Frost and McCammon,
2008), or outgassed as CO2, CO, CH4 (Gaillard and Scaillet, 2014), or C2H2 (Hu and
Seager, 2014). At least one object in our Solar System, Titan, has an atmosphere and
crust with a C/O ratio  1 (Lunine and Atreya, 2008). There is evidence that more
than 3.8 Ga, the Earth’s surface may also have had a C/O ratio & 1 (Yang et al., 2014).
Finally, it is worth noting that local C/O ratios vary by orders of magnitude even on
the present-day Earth with its oxidized crust and atmosphere (Fischer, 2008), with mud
volcanos releasing gas with ratios of C/O ≈ 100 (Hedberg, 1974; Etiope and Milkov,
2004).
The debate about the C/O ratio continues (Sing et al., 2016; MacDonald and Mad-
husudhan, 2017), and hopefully the advent of JWST will be able to provide some clar-
ity on this question. The persistent connetion between the production of HCN and
the C/O ratio implies that there is a connection between a rocky planet’s C/O ratio
and the chances for life to originate on its surface via any chemical pathway involving
HCN. This C/O ratio, along with a better understanding of stellar UV spectra (Ran-
jan and Sasselov, 2016, 2017; Rimmer et al., 2018) and nitrogen content of expolanets
(Airapetian et al., 2016; Airapetian et al., 2017) may be key for determining whether a
given rocky planet lies within the abiogenesis zone.
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